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pleasurable and painful. g^aareFft w: i All the authorities,
including Hemacandra, had insisted that the rasas must
produce pleasure similar to that of realizing Brahma. But
according to Ramacandra, people go to see painful dramas
in order to see the skill of the poet or the actor. Thus he
entered upon a defence of Tragedy. Ramacandra combated
another prevailing belief that an actor did not experience
the feelings which he represented. He maintained that an
actor would himself feel what he wanted his audience to
feel : 'just as a prostitute, in trying to please others, does
herself experience pleasure/ Evidently the author was not
merely a theoretical exponent of dramatic technique,
but had practical experience of stagecraft
His NalavilUsa is a good instance from which to judge
his literary worth. The story of Nala and Darnayanti is so
brimful of human elements and dramatic situations that
few men of letters in India have escaped its fascination.
The story, originally told in the MahSbhUrata, has been
made use of, among the old eminent authors, by Guradhya,
Kshemendra, Somadeva, Sriharsha and Trivikrama ; and,
among the Jaina writers before Ramacandra, by Dharma-
sena and Hemacandra. After him, numerous Gujarat!
authors through the centuries have worked upon it. But
he alone has tried to introduce realism into the
drama by eliminating some of its miraculous in-
cidents, like the message sent through a swan. This may
have been necessitated by the exigencies of the stage.
It may have been also a result of literary perception
unusual for those times, and entitles the poet to rank
high among later-day dramatists.
Another noteworthy drama by the same author is
Kaumudimitrnnandam. It is a prakarana, a bourgeois
comedy. The plot is made up of a number of incidents loosely
woven together as in kathas. It is very much inferior
to the prakarana masterpiece, Mrcchakatika, but has some
delightful touches. At places, it discloses a sense of
humour ; and is characteristically free from allegory and
the aggressively propagandists features of Jaina works.
Mitrananda, a merchant, with his friend Maitreya, while
at sea, is stranded on an island occupied by a gang of

